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Abstract

Much has been made recently of Ronald Reagan's use of the
administrative presidency strategy. This paper adds to that discussion by
focusing attention on the bureaucratic response to Reagan's strategy and by
highlighting the interaction between presidential control mechanisms and
bureaucratic resources. The analysis is based on a case study of the Civil
Rights Division in the Justice Department and relies heavily on interviews
conducted by the author with current and former career civil servants in that
agency.

The paper finds that the administrative presidency strategy was able
to reduce bureaucratic discretion and autonomy relying predominantly on a
single component of the strategy ~ subcabinet appointments. The argument is
made that this occurred in part because the resources of the bureaucracy are
less formidable than previously believed and were no match for the
strategically applied tools of the presidency. The paper suggests that one
bureaucratic resource, the bureaucrat's power to persuade warrants further
attention.



Much hes been made recently of Ronald Reagan's use of the

administrative presidency strategy (Nathan, 1983; Benda and Levine; Rubin;

Salomon and Abramson). Although political scientists and policy analysts

disagree concerning the extent of real policy change that Reagan was able to

bring about (and about how to measure that change), there is considerable

consensus among them that the Reagan experience challenges the conventional

wisdom that presidents are unable to control the recalcitrant bureaucracy

(Sanders, Rubin; Goodman and Wrightson; Salomon and Abramson). They agree

that the Reagan administration consciously bypassed Congress and attempted

to bring about change administratively (Mezey; Salomon and Abramson). They

also agree that the Reagan presidency made unprecedented use of certain

tools and resources that have come to be regarded as the administrative

presidency strategy (Nathan, 1983). These include targeted and strategic use

of the appointment power not only at the Cabinet but at the subcabinet level,

use of the 0MB as a budget-cutting tool, and the expansion and development,

through a series of Executive Orders, of the Office of Information and

Regulatory Affairs (OIRA) within the 0MB as a central actor in regulatory

clearance (Nathan, Benda and Levine, West and Cooper). Additional elements

of Reagan's administrative strategy included the use of Cabinet Councils

(Benda and Levine), reorganization (Benze; Durant), personnel cuts known as

RIFs (Benda and Levine, Goldenberg,), executive orders (Shull) and the

devoiuton and privatization of bureaucratic functions (Benda and Levine;

Sanders).

What has received surprisingly little attention is the reaction of the

bureaucracy to Reagan's assertion of presidential prerogative (but see Lowery

and Rusbult; Stehr). Again, conventional wisdom - wisdom passed down from

president to president. Cabinet Secretary to Cabinet Secretary, as well as

political scientist to political scientist - would lead us to expect



bureaucratic resistance, foot-dragging and sabotage (Truman in Neustadt;

Bell; Heclo). In the not-so-distant past the bureaucratic resources of

expertise and congressional and interest group allies seemed to be able to

match presidential resources. What happened to these bureaucratic tools and

resources during the Reagan years? Did the bureaucracy attempt to resist

control? What tactics did they use? Why didn't they prevail? To what extent

is presidential control a function not only of new and improved White House

management techniques but of a vulnerable bureaucracy?

This paper addresses these previously neglected questions by focusing

on the events and experiences of one federal agency, the Civil Rights Division

of the Justice Department. This case allows us to explore the application of

the administrative strategy in an agency where the Reagan administration had

a clear policy agenda and sought to implement that agenda administratively

rather than legislatively. It additionally allows us to examine the response

on the part of the career civil servants in an agency where the bureaucrats

could be expected to disagree with the Reagan policy agenda. Finally, the

Civil Rights Division merits attention in its own right because the

interactions of its appointees and career staff, and the direction of its

policies are important to any of us concerned with the rights and status of

blacks, women. Native Americans, institutionalized persons and other

minorities in the United States.

The paper is organized into four sections. The first section discusses

the method employed in the study. The second describes the nature of the

policy changes which the Reagan administration sought to bring about through

the Civil Rights Division. The third explores the process of control over Civil

Rights by the Reagan administration. And the fourth examines, based on

in-depth interviews with current and former career civil servants in the Civil

Rights Division, the response of the bureaucracy to this challenge to its



autonomy and discretion^ It identifies the tactics and strategies used by the
career staff — their use of exit, voice and loyalty ~ and reveals their

limitations. In short, this section focuses on the attitudes and behavior of

the career Civil Rights attorneys — what they did when faced with

presidential control efforts. The paper concludes that while overall change in

civil rights policy outcomes is difficult to measure, from an institutional

perspective it is clear that the discretion and autonomy of the career civil

service can be greatly reduced by presidential control mechanisms and that

the resources we traditionally expect the bureaucracy to employ in its own

defense are not as formidable as we have previously believed.

Method and Data

The current paper is a case study of the Civil Rights Division under the

Reagan administration. It is based primarily on government documents such

as agency Annual Reports and congressional hearings as well as newspaper

accounts, secondary sources, especially from the legal field, and a series of

in-depth interviews supplemented by a questionnaire.

The principal source of data is the interviews. These interviews do not

constitute a random sample of Division employees. Instead, the sample was

selected to attain a mix of rank and file line attorneys and senior career

personnel (though most of those interviewed were at least 6S-13s) and of

current and former Division members. Both current and former career

attorneys were interviewed to control for possible differences between those

who left the agency during the Reagan years and those who remained.^

Congressional staff from the relevant oversight committees and interest

group representatives from civil rights groups were also interviewed. A total

of seventeen anonymous and confidential interviews were conducted

primarily in Washington, DC between January 22 and February 2, 1990. The



questions In the interview schedule focused on appointee/career relations,

bureaucratic behavior in response to presidential control efforts and

assessments of the extent of actual policy change in the agency. Survey

questions focused on the influence of various actors over agency policy and on

the personal political beliefs of the respondents. The Appendix contains the

actual question wording for selected items as well as selected frequency

distributions. While the sample size in this study is too small for statistical

analysis these frequencies will be referred to throughout the paper. The

open-ended interview questions are used primarily to chronicle bureaucratic

responses to Reagan's attempt at control. In this respect the number of

interviews is more than sufficient especially given the consistency of

responses.

In short, the case study method and the varied data utilized provide a

thorough account of eight years of the application of the administrative

presidency strategy and eight years of bureaucratic reactions to that

strategy.

The Civil Rights Division under Reagan

The Civil Rights Division is a subdepartment agency housed within the

Department of Justice. The Justice Department, which was established in

1870, is headed by the Attorney General, a Cabinet post. The Civil Rights

Division was elevated to the status of a Division in 1957 and is headed by an

Assistant Attorney General for Civil Rights, a politically appointed position

requiring Senate confirmation. In terms of its location within the

Department it is comparable to the Tax Division, Antitrust Division and

Criminal Division all of which are also headed by appointed Assistant

Attorney Generals (See Figure 1A).

The Division gets its enforcement responsibilities from the Civil



Rights Acts of 1957, 1960, 1964, and 1968, the Voting Rights Act of 1965

(renewed in 1982), the Fair Housing Act of 1968 (and 1988 but that

legislation went into effect after the period under study), the Equal Credit

Opportunity Act of 1974, the Equal Educational Opportunities Act of 1974 and

the Civil Rights of Institutionalized Persons Act of 1980 (CRIPA).

Responsibility for these statutes is shared by a host of other agencies

including the Equal Employment Opportunity Commission (EEOC), the Office of

Civil Rights in the Department of Education (OCR), and the U.S. Commission on

Civil Rights (which is an advisory, fact-finding agency only) but the Civil

Rights Division shoulders primary responsibility for a number of enforcement

activities. Enforcement is carried out through investigations, negotiation,

the filing of suits and the filing of amicus curiae briefs.

At present the Division's approximately 150 attorneys are divided into

functional units called Sections. Thus there is a Voting Section, an

Educational Opportunities Section, an Appellate Section and others for a total

of eight sections (See Figure IB). Prior to 1969 the Division was organized

into geographic sections with different sections being responsible for the

enforcement of all civil rights laws in different regions of the country. The

functional sections have been changed a number of times since 1969 but the

overall effect is increased specialization on the part of the career attorneys;

they have become experts not just in civil rights law but in educational

rights, voting rights, etc.^ (Figure 1C show's the Division's organization under
Carter). Each Section is headed by a Section Chief who is typically a career

person. Section chiefs are usually the highest ranking career civil servants in

the agency."^

Ronald Reagan arrived in Washington with a clear agenda for policy

change. His policy goals in the area of civil rights, while not as prominent on

his agenda as regulatory reform or abortion, were clear and were forcefully



expressed not only in his speeches and press briefings but in the Special

Analyses prepared by 0MB that accompanied the budget to Capitol Hill. At the

forefront of this agenda Reagan sought to change the remedies of affirmative

action quotas and timetables, and school busing used by the government and

the courts in discrimination cases. In early 1982, the President stated that,

"this administration is unalterably opposed to the forced busing of

schoolchildren" (Weekly compilation, Feb. 26, 1982). With respect to issues

of affirmative action quotas and timetables, the president's record reveals

comments such as, "What we are opposed to is ... a quota system" (Public

papers, Sept. 5, 1984) and "... I am against quotas." (Weekly compilation,

January 19, 1982).

While Reagan's pronouncements were not detailed, there is little doubt

that the subsequent administrative implementation of his agenda was

consistent with his policy goals. Career attorneys at the Civil Rights

Division while attributing little day-to-day influence over agency policy to

the president, credited Reagan, the Heritage Foundation and the Federalist

Society with developing the agenda and setting the tone upon which the

changes in Division policy were based.

The amount of policy change varied from section to section. Those

sections which dealt with remedies such as busing, and quotas and

timetables, mainly the employment and educational opportunities sections,

experienced significant changes. Others such as the Criminal Section actually

experienced an increase in activity because of a Department-wide "tough

stance on crime" policy and, some career attorneys have argued, because of an

increase in racism and the number of racially motivated criminal and violent

acts during the Reagan years. A detailed review of activities in each of these

civil rights domains is beyond the scope of this paper as is a quantitative

assessment of the differences between the activities prior to and subsequent



to Reagan's election to the presidency. The remainder of this section simply

highlights some of the changes which were brought about by the

administrative presidency strategy and to which the career civil rights

attorneys responded.

In pending education cases the Division refused to seek busing (or other

mandatory student reassignment plans) as a remedy to achieve school

desegregation whereas in the past that had been a common court-approved

remedy. It also refused to seek system-wide remedies for desegregation if

only a portion of a school district had been intentionally segregated (Bawden

and Palmer). Instead the Division sought new types of remedies, principally

voluntary desegregation and the use of magnet schools. Magnet schools

feature special programs such as enhanced academic programs for gifted

students that will allegedly "have a positive desegregative impact by drawing

students, irrespective of race to a particular curriculum" (Justice Department

Report, 1988). In addition, few new school desegregation cases were

initiated during the Reagan years and some pending investigations were

abandoned (Govan; Washington Council). These policy changes were

implemented even when it meant that the Division had to reverse itself in

court from an earlier position. This happened with respect to cases involving

school districts in Seattle, Chicago and Baton Rouge. These reversals

occurred early in the administration's tenure and by the later years there

were no longer pending cases from the Carter administration. Instead the

later years were characterized by fewer investigations and new suits and an

increase in the use of the newer remedies of voluntary desegregation and

magnet schools.

The Housing Section is authorized underTitle VIII of the Civil Rights

Act of 1968 (also known as the Fair Housing Act) to go to court whenever

there is a "pattern and practice" of housing discrimination (Amaker). Prior to



the Reagan administration the section averaged 32 cases per year (Amaker).
During the Reagan years the greatest number of fair housing cases filed in any
given year was in 1985 when 18 cases were filed and in the early years of the
Reagan administration no cases were filed in 1981, 2 in 1982 and 5 in 1983

(Govan). In addition, the Vonkers case initiated under Carter had been

intended to establish a mechanism for combining housing and school

desegregation cases in areas where the two types of discrimination were

linked as they often are because segregated housing often leads to segregated
neighborhood schools. Although the Reagan Civil Rights Divison continued the

government's participation in the Vonkers case, it did not initiate any new

combined housing/education cases. Amaker reports that there were new

limitations placed on the types of housing cases that the Division could

initiate. These changes in the types of cases pursued by the Housing Section
and in the criteria applied to them might account for the decline in the

number of new cases. Amaker describes these changes;

With the passing of the torch at the Justice Department in
1981, it was announced that the department would no longer
take these zoning cases to court and if any were taken, the
effect theory would not be used. Division attorneys were
asked not to use this approach in any new litigation and to
abandon arguments based on this principle in pending
litigation. (Amaker, 1988, p.98).

The enforcement of civil rights in the employment area is where the

administration s opposition to the use of timetables and quotas is most

visible. The Civil Rights Division is limited under Title VII of the Civil

Rights Act to litigation against the discriminatory employment practices of

public employers such as state and local governments while it is the EEOC

and OFCCP who handle suits brought against private employers. Under

Reagan, the Employment Section sent out fifty letters to employers with



whom the Division had previously entered into consent decrees. These

consent decrees had been signed in the past by all of the relevant parties

and the employers (mainly municipalities) had already implemented or begun

to implement the terms of the decrees. The letters, sent out in January

1985, notified these parties that the consent decrees were to be reopened

and modified because the Justice Department no longer believed in some of

the terms required in these decrees (those requiring goals and timetables).

The Division instead sought for those existing decrees and all new decrees

to contain requirements for employers to improve "recruitment" efforts to

increase the applicant pool of women and minorities as an alternative to

requiring quotas and timetables in hiring and promotion (Justice

Department, Annual Report. 1982; 1985). The Division also, contrary to

agency precedent, supported white plaintiffs in a number of reverse

discrimination cases —another way of challenging the use of quotas and

timetables.

The Reagan administration was not opposed to the prosecution of

voting rights violations nor was it opposed to the monitoring of state,

county and local submissions under Section 5 of the Voting Rights Act. As a

result, there was less change in major policy goals and orientation in this

area than in others. However, under Section 5, the Assistant Attorney

General can file objections to Section 5 submissions to block

discriminatory voting changes. The Voting Section experienced considerable

conflict between career and appointed attorneys over the filing of these

Section 5 objections and the ratio of objections to submissions declined

from pre-Reagan years (Govan). The administration also opposed the use of

a discriminatory effects standard, preferring that discriminatory intent be

proven irrespective of the effect of voting changes on minority voting

rights.



It is most difficult to measure change in the Special Litigation

Section which is responsible for the rights of institutionalized persons

because the law changed in 1980 with the passage of the Civil Rights of

institutionalized Persons Act (CRIPA). Policy in this section is also

difficult to assess because, unlike other areas of civil rights enforcement,

"the Reagan administration did not take office with a clearly articulated

agenda" concerning the rights of institutionalized persons who fall under

the purview of this Section (Govan). Yet it was in this section where

controversy was greatest and where there was the highest career staff

turnover. The CRIPA legislation had been sought by Carter's AAG Drew Days

because existing law did not make it clear if the Civil Rights Division had

standing to sue facilities (prisons and mental institutions) that had

sub-standard unconstitutional conditions or if they were limited to the role

of amicus curiae in these cases. The legislation gave them standing to sue

and the career staff were anxious to do so. Reynolds preferred in this area,

and in general, to negotiate and to avoid litigation if at all possible. He

advocated the less adversarial approach of negotiating so as not to

antagonize the institutions and states who were in violation of the law

and/or constitution. This approach stemmed from the administration's

desire to limit federal intervention into state institutions. Thus, very few

suits were filed by the Special Litigation Section during the Reagan years,

no suits were filed in mental disability institution cases until 1984, and

fewer investigations into institutional conditions were conducted (Govan).

However, the Carter years do not allow for a meaningful comparison because

they did not operate under the CRIPA statute.

Not all sections and not all aspects of civil rights policy that fall

under the purview of the Civil Rights Division have been reviewed here.

Nonetheless this review should provide the reader with a sense of the types



of substantive policy changes that were experienced in the Division over the

course of the eight years of the Reagan administration. Nor does this

review assess the extent to which the administration was successful in

achieving its goals. The administration did not always achieve its goals. At

times it was blocked by the courts and by Congress (as in the passage of

amendments to the Voting Rights Act in 1982). Nonetheless, the review

provided above outlines the kinds of policy changes which the

administration sought and to which the bureaucracy responded. We turn next

to a closer examination of how the administration brought about these

changes.

The Administrative Tools Applied

The introduction to this paper briefly reviewed the principal

components of the administrative presidency strategy. However, there is no

reason to expect that the Reagan administration used the same mix of

components toward all agencies. In fact one would expect considerable

variation depending upon the type of agency being targeted and the president's

goals in that domain. For example, we would expect to find the OIRA playing a

much bigger role in presidential attempts to control regulatory than

non-regulatory agencies. Our understanding of presidential control is

increased if we can isolate those tools which are critical to the strategy's

success. In addition, it is necessary to determine which tools were applied

by the White House so that we can understand what it was that the civil

servants were responding to and because these presidential tools shaped the

range of responses available to bureaucrats. Accordingly, this section

focuses on which instruments of control were directed at the Civil Rights

Divison and how they were applied.



Budget and Personnel Cuts and Reoulatoru Clearance

Two primory means of redirecting agency policy used by the Reagan

administration's Office of Management and Budget were budget cuts and

personnel cuts (which included hiring freezes and reductions in force known

as RIFs). The 0MB took the lead in cutting budgets and shared the role of

reducing the federal (civilian) workforce with the Office of Personnel

Management (0PM). Rubin (1985) and Wholey (1984) have documented the

devastating effects of budget cuts in a number of agencies and Goldenberg

(1984) has provided a useful overview of the RIP process and its

consequences. The key to OMB's budget process was a "top-down" approach

with policy objectives and budgeting figures emanating from 0MB. The key to

its success as a tool for controlling the bureaucracy was that agencies with

smaller budgets were not in a position to undertake new programs or to

increase their enforcement activities. The key to personnel policies and their

success as a means of presidential control are similar.

In spite of the Reagan administration's goal of reducing the vigor of

enforcement of civil rights laws, neither of these techniques seems to have

been utilized to curb the behavior of the Civil Rights Division. The data in

Table 1 reveal a small but steady increase in both the budget requests

submitted to Congress and the amount of money actually expended by the

Division (budgetary outlays). The only exception is a $300,000 decrease in

the budget request submitted to Congess for fiscal year 1986 from that

requested in 1985. In fact, the budget grew at a slower rate during the Carter

administration and Carter's Assistant Attorney General for Civil Rights Drew

Days was chastized by Congress for not requesting larger budget and greater

personnel allocations (Senate Judiciary Committee, 1980).

Presidential pronouncements back up the numbers presented in Table 1.

In 1982 the President stated, "And in this era of necessary budget cuts we've



maintained the funding levels necessary for this vital protection ... The

difference between 1980 actual expenditures and proposed 1983 expenditures

shows a 24-percent total dollar increase for the Civil Rights Divsion at the

Justice Department" (Public papers, February 15, 1982). In this instance, the

President appears to have had his figures right.

The Civil Rights Division was not immune to changes in the size of its

staff. However, as Table 1 shows, the losses were not dramatic and were not

permanent. These fluctuations in personnel did not in any way threaten the

capacity of the agency to carry out its functions. Moreover, the drops in

personnel figures are accounted for by two factors, only one of which was

brought about by administrative fiat. The number of attorneys in the Division

dropped primarily as a result of a fairly sizable exodus precipitated by the

change in administration, party, and ideology following the 1980 election.

This number rebounded somewhat as the administration hired new attorneys

and although the numbers were not restored to pre-Reagan levels, the effect

on Division caseload was negligible. Other personnel cuts were the result of

a deliberate cost-cutting strategy but the bulk of the cuts were short-lived

and most positions were restored by 1985.

0MB has other ways of influencing both agency policy and the

implementation of that policy. However, none of the respondents in this study

attributed significant influence over Division policy to the 0MB. Only one

indicated that 0MB had even moderate influence over agency decisions. The

rest of the career bureaucrats surveyed felt either that the 0MB had slight or

no influence at their agency or that they had no basis to judge OMB's influence

~ an indication that either 0MB was not very influential or that it's influence

was so subtle as to go undetected by even the highest-ranking career

personnel. It is quite likely that other offices at the Justice Department,

especially those specifically concerned with liason, personnel and budgeting



would respond differently. But as far as the Civil Rights Division itself is

concerned, 0MB influence seems nominal, much as it was during the earlier

Carter administration.

0MB has another means ofcontrol, the Office of Information and

Regulatory Affairs (OIRA). The OIRA is the arm of the 0MB responsible for

regulatory clearance. Cooper and West, West and Cooper, and Ball have

written comprehensively about the development and influence of the OIRA

which derives much of its authority from two Reagan Executive Orders:

E012291 and EO12498. Proposals for new regulations must be cleared

through this office and existing regulations are audited and subjected to

cost/benefit analyses. West and Cooper found that "E.O. 12291 has apparently

had a chilling effect on the issuance of new rules." (p.206). This regulatory

review and clearance process was specifically designed as a means of

controlling career personnel. As James C. Miller, former director of the OIRA

stated:

Among the many people whose behavior we're trying to
influence are the GS-13s and [GSJ-14s who draft the rules.
The Executive Order says to them: even if you get a
nonconforming proposal past your agency heads, even if
you've captured or just plain fooled them, that proposal is
likely to be caught at 0MB - and there's not a chance in
Hades of capturing these people. (Miller quoted in Ball, p.72).

Yet many of the civil servants I interviewed, many of whom fall into the GS

levels targeted by Miller, had never even heard of the OIRA and only one

attributed even slight influence over Division decisionmaking to OIRA. This is

because unlike the EPA or OSHA, where career civil servants would likely

have felt quite differently about OIRA influence, the Civil Rights Division is

not predominantly a rulemaking agency. This is confirmed by the 0MB

publication. Regulatory Program of the United States which noted, "the



Department's low level of regulatory activity" (1987-88, p.237). The OIRA did

impact upon civil rights policy but not Civil Right's Division policy. OMB's

Special Budget Analysis for 1983/84, for example, specifically targeted all

OFCCP (Office of Federal Contract Compliance Programs) regulations for

review by OIRA. However, because of its non-regulatory nature, the Civil

Rights Division escaped this type of OIRA scrutiny. Thus the Reagan

administration was quite restricted in its ability to use this tool at Justice

and probably at other non-regulatory agencies as well.

Overall, Table 1 and my interview data tell the story of an agency that

was fairly sheltered from the budget slashing, RIF mania and regulatory

review experienced in other agencies. These tools were not the primary

means by which the Reagan administration attempted to gain control over the

Civil Rights Division.

Other Administrative Tools

As a comparison of figures IB and 1C reveal, reorganization did take

place at Civil Rights. The main impact of reorganization was tighter

supervision of the Sections by the Deputy Assistant Attorney Generals. There

were only two such offices under Carter's AAG Drew Days but Reynold's Civil

Rights Division had three. This allowed the appointees to more closely

monitor Section activities and added to the layer that separated the senior

career personnel from the decisionmaking circle in the AAG's office. The

shuffling of sections and section titles did not have significant impact.

Shull (1989a) and Shull (1989b) discuss the issuance of executive

orders in the civil rights domain. Although Reagan issued 13 such orders,

none effected the enforcement of the primary civil rights statutes. Their

only effect on the Division was in their impact on the affirmative action

policies governing federal personnel within the government.



Neither devolution nor privatization were considered for the Civil

Rights Division. Not even the Heritage Foundation suggested that civil rights

laws could be better enforced by the private sector ~ they and the

administration were silent on the subject.

Political Appointments

Among the key ingredients of the administrative presidency strategy,

according to Richard Nathan, "has been the appointment of loyal and

committed policy officials" (1983, p.69). He adds that an important feature

of this appointment strategy as applied by Reagan "is the appointment of

subcabinet officials who are more doctrinaire... than their cabinet

superiors." (Nathan, 1983, p.70). Lynn, who focused on five subcabinet Reagan

appointments in his study argues that Reagan's "most notable departure from

the leadership method of his predecessors, however, has been in the

deliberate way he has used his power of appointment to fill senior executive

positions in federal departments and agencies with loyal advocates of his

policies" (Lynn, p.339). Salomon and Abramson highlight both the "ideological

consistency and intensity" of the Reagan appointees and the degree to which

these appointees reach down into the depths of the bureaucracy. They write

that, "the Reagan administration extended the reach of political appointments

much further down into the operating staffs of agencies, filling a higher

proportion of allowable noncareer senior executive positions than had been

done in previous adminsitrations ..." (Salamon and Abramson, p.46).

Nowhere was this strategy more evident than at the Civil Rights

Division of the Justice Department. The appointees, especially the Assistant

Attorney General for Civil Rights, turn out to be the key variable in explaining

presidential control of this agency. As we saw above, this agency was not

controlled by budgets, RIFs and regulatory review. In this agency at least.



President Reagan did not utilize all of the components of his control strategy.

Instead, as this section will describe, he relied almost exclusively on his

sub-Cabinet appointee, William Bradford Reynolds, to bring the bureaucracy to

heel.

The Justice Department had two Attorneys General over the course of

Reagan's eight years in office and the Civil Rights Division, after almost a

year with the position vacant, had the same Assistant Attorney General for

over seven years. The first Attorney General was William French Smith. His

policy views on civil rights were remarkably congruent with those of the

Administration (Yarbrough) but his role in bringing about policy change was

not pivotal. In fact, only one of my thirteen survey respondents felt that

Smith had "a great deal of influence" in agency decisionmaking. In spite of his

backseat role regarding civil rights activities he did his part by publicizing

Administration views concerning civil rights in public appearances and in a

series of special reports which he issued to Department employees in

addition to the regular Annual Report. No one has accused Smith of "going

native" during his tenure at Justice and all involved believed that the

relationship between Smith and Reynolds was a cooperative one wth little

conflict. However, it is clear from my interviews that the career bureaucrats

at Civil Rights viewed him as one more messenger along with the President,

the Heritage Foundation, and the Federalist society of the civil rights agenda

but did not view him as playing an instrumental role in translating those

views into their agency's daily activities.

Edwin Meese was actively involved in the activities of the Civil Rights

Division even before he became Attorney General. He was the main person in

the White House monitoring civil rights and some career attorneys indicated

that he exercised even more influence when he was at the White House than

when he joined the Justice Department. Some felt that he had the second



most influence over agency decisions, second only to AAG Reynolds and more

than half of those surveyed attributed a great deal of influence to him. His

relationship with Reynolds was a close and personal one and after he became

Attorney General Reynolds essentially became his right-hand man (in spite of

his failure to win confirmation as Associate Attorney General). His policy

views were also consistent with those of the other three members of the

civil rights tetrarchy, Reagan, Smith, and Reynolds. When Meese took over the

helm at Justice, the National Journal observed that while criminal issues

"may be closer to Meese's heart" it was "on civil rights that the department is

pressing its most ambitious agenda" (May 18,1985 p.1143). This agenda, the

Journal reported was the same one initiated by Smith and Reynolds at "the

outset of the first term", an agenda that "made clear that the Administration

would oppose employment quotas, mandatory busing and other remedies

traditionally used in civil rights cases" (p.1143). Neither Meese's title change

nor his change of address caused any disruption in presidential management

of the Civil Rights Division nor did it portend any change in policy goals.

The Attorney General is responsible for a great many facets of our law

enforcement system of which civil rights is just one. Neither of Reagan's two

Attorneys General appear to have been overly active in the day-to-day affairs

of the Division, certainly not any more so than Carter's Attorney General

Griffin Bell. Their influence came from the impression they conveyed that all

members of the team were consistent in their policy goals and even more

importantly that the AAG had their backing and support.

It is the position of the Assistant Secretary, or in this case, the

equivalent position of the Assistant Attorney General, that has the primary

responsibilty to 'interface with the career bureaucracy" and (to) "translate

Presidential and Secretarial policies into programs to be delivered by the

career civil servants" (Murphy et al, p.2). That is why this position offers the



president so much opportunity for control. In the pre-Reagan era that

opportunity was not always capitalized on either because the president

delegated his appointment power to the Cabinet Secretary or because he used

these positions to further purposes other than the focused pursuit of his

agenda, such as rewarding constituencies for their electoral support or

because he lacked such an agenda (Gormley). Reagan, on the other hand, sought

"ideologues" to fill these posts ~ ideologue was the term I heard most often

when career bureaucrats described William Bradford Reynolds.

Reynolds ruled with an iron hand. All respondents credited him with

having the most influence over agency decisions. He was effective because;

• he had firm and clearly articulated views concerning civil rights and
all the careerists were aware of his views;

• though he had no civil rights experience he was an attorney with a
fair amount of litigation experience in an agency of attorneys whose
primary activity was litigation (he had some level of expertise);

• he worked hard and was intelligent;

• he centralized clearance and decision-making and

• he held his post for over seven years.

Although these variables explain a great deal about Reagan's success in

molding the Civil Rights Division, I do not think that they tell the whole story.

Accordingly, after discussing these five variables, I turn in the final section

of this paper to the other factors whch I found affected Reynolds record, the

career attorneys and the nature of the agency's activities.

William Bradford Reynolds was only forty years old when he took over

the helm of the Civil Rights Division. A 1964 graduate of Yale with a law

degree from Vanderbilt he spent most of his career in private practice except

for three years in the Solicitor General's Office under the tutelage of Nixon's

Solicitor General Erwin Griswold. As were most of Reagan's civil rights



appointees, he was white, male, conservative and did not have significant

civil rights experience (though he was involved in the preparation of one civil

rights brief during his stint at the Solicitor General's Office). There is some

debate over whether or not the position of AA6 for Civil Rights requires a

background in civil rights but most other AAG positions in the Justice

Department are filled by people experienced in tax law or civil litigation for

those Divisions respectively (Trattner; Russakoff). In interviews career

attorneys criticized not so much his lack of experience in civil rights-

litigation as his insensitivity to the issues of civil rights and the victims of

discrimination. One remarked that it was "not a question of qualifications

but of attitude." They also viewed litigation experience of some type as

essential for the position as it requires so many decisions about courtroom

strategies.

There was no doubt as to Reynolds views on civil rights. They were

clearly and frequently articulated and were consistent with Reagan's policy

pronouncements (Yarbrough). In his 1985 confirmation hearing he testified;

Senator, the policy of this administration in the civil rights
area is one that was set, I think very firmly, by the
President at the beginning of his first term, and by Attorney
General Smith when he came into office, and probably was
outlined in the first instance in a speech given by Attorney
General Smith back in May of 1981 ... I subscribe to the
policies of the administration and I have certainly followed
those policies. Senate Judiciary Comittee, 1985.

Again, the tetrarchy spoke with one voice. Even cursory examination of his

testimony before Congress, his legal writings and his public speeches reveal

that voice, including Reynold's opposition to busing and quotas and his other

views. For example, at his first confirmation hearing in 1981, Reynolds

testified that, "Compulsory busing of students in order to achieve racial

balance in the public schools is not an acceptable remedy" (Senate Judiciary



Committee 1981). In a speech given a few years into his tenure at a

conference sponsored by the Civil Rights Commission he stated that,

"Remedial goals quotas or set-asides based on race perpetuate the very evil

that the 14th Amendment seeks to remove ..(Civil Rights Commission

1983). These few quotations may not capture fully Reynold's views but

between his many speaking engagements and personal interactions with him

career staff were not in doubt as to his policy intentions.

Having an attorney at the helm of an agency whose primary activity is

litigation and whose staff is overwhelmingly composed of attorneys and

paralegals provides the appointee with the advantage of being able to avoid

"having the wool pulled over his eyes". In Reynolds case, it also enabled him

to review all of the pleadings that career attorneys intended to file in court.

In short, cases and legal arguments to which the administration was opposed

could not be slipped by him.

It also helped that he was intelligent. This may seem like an obivous

criteria to use for the selection of appointees but it is critical and needs to

be acknowledged. In the 1985 confirmation hearings when Reynolds was being

considered for the position of Associate Attorney General there was a great

deal of testimony in opposition to his confirmation. But almost all of those

who testified acknowledged that he was both smart and a good lawyer.

Because he was smart and because he worked hard he learned very quickly.

Most career attorneys credit him with having mastered civil rights law

within 6-12 months of taking office (though many claimed that he mastered

without understanding that body of law). Since he led the Division for seven

years, he spent a considerable amount of time operating at the top of the

learning curve unlike those appointees who leave after just a few years. The

career attorneys who were his subordinates are themselves exceptionally

bright, many of them having been brought into the Justice Department under



Us Honors Program so it helped that he was able to understand their

intellectual reasoning in the frequent discussions which occurred regarding

specific cases and pleadings.

Reynolds worked incredibly long hours reviewing the recommendations

and pleadings of staff attorneys. Under the Carter administration, once

things got past the desk of the Section Chief (a career position) they were

usually not scrutinized too carefully by the political appointees. Reynolds

changed that procedure. He had what one civil rights activist has called his

"political commissars" (politically appointed Special Assistants) to help him

and he did not personally review all of the many submissions from the

different sections. Nonetheless, he was such a workaholic and he spent so

much time supervising the work of the career staff that one evening his wife

stormed into the office and berated him for never being home. They were

divorced before the adminstration left office and his dedication to his job

continued unabated. He spent somewhat less time on civil rights and

somewhat more on other Justice Department matters during the second term

when he served as Meese's unconfirmed shadow Associate Attorney General.

But by then he had an experienced staff of Deputy Assistant Attorneys General

and Special Assistants to mind the store at the Division.

The reason this management style was so effective is that Reynolds

had the authority to reject anything submitted by the career attorneys. He

could reject the recommendations of the Voting Section attorneys (and Voting

Section Chief) when they recommended the filing of objections to

redistricting plans submitted by the States under Section 5 of the Voting

Rights Act. He could reject the recommendations of attorneys in the Special

Litigation Section that investigations of prison conditions be conducted. In

earlier administrations, line attorneys could personally request FBI

investigations into prison conditions. Reynolds required that these requests



be cleared with him first. He required a detailed memo justifying the need

for such an investigation. This greatly reduced the number of investigations.

This is but one example of the way Reynolds used this type of review and

clearance process. In addition, since he was himself an attorney he could edit

amicus curiae briefs so that they better reflected the administration's

philosophy. And he used his authority to do all of these things, rejecting at

least 30 recommendations from the Voting Section staff regarding the filing
of Section 5 objections and rejecting, for example, a recommended

investigation into conditions at the Hissom Memorial Center in Oklahoma

where private litigants later brought a successful suit (Senate Judiciary

Committee, confirmation hearing, 1985). As will be discussed in greater

detail when the bureaucratic response to control is analyzed, the result of

Reynolds approach was to discourage career personnel from even bothering to

recommend new investigations and new suits.

The length of Reynolds term was an additional asset in achieving

control of the agency. Few political appointees serve for such a long time; in

fact the average term is 22 months. Ann Burford Gorsuch had five fewer

years to redirect the EPA than Reynolds had at Civil Rights. In the war of

time which bureaucrats usually win by outlasting the appointees, Reynolds

outlasted many bureaucrats. Reynold's seven years at Civil Rights afforded

him the less obvious opportunity to make his imprint more permanent by

hiring like-minded new attorneys to fill career openings in the Division.

However, even with all of his personal skills —his expertise in the

law, his intelligence, his diligence —Reynolds could not have controlled an

agency of 150 attorneys single-handedly. Instead he developed an internal

system of central clearance not dissimilar to that being concurrently

developed for external review by the OIRA. He increased the number of

politically appointed (but not confirmed by the Senate) Deputy Associate



Attorneys General and Special Assistants. This created a thick layer of
appointees through which all career work had to pass for review. This group,
led by Charles (Chuck) Cooper and J. Harvie Wilkinson among others, also

vetoed staff recommendations and extensively edited legal pleadings. In more

than a few cases, they actually wrote the legal briefs themselves or tried

cases themselves, taking the work out of career hands altogether. This group

was also characterized by the career staff as ideological zealots. Their

effectiveness was limited, however, by their lack of litigation experience

and, according to career staff, their track record in court was mixed as a

result of that inexperience and of the ideological nature of their pleadings.

Centralized control and close supervision of the work of the career

staff worked on a case by case basis. Reynolds did not issue many memos or

directives outlining policy changes or providing career staff with new

guidelines or criteria. The nature of the agency's work lent itself well to this

type of management organization since civil rights policy does evolve based

on cases, court decisions and precedent. However, this method is a time

consuming one which requires large numbers of appointees zealous enough to

monitor career outputs rather than issuing broad directives for career

personnel to follow. It also requires an agency with staff centralized in

headquarters rather than with large field operations whose work can be

evaluated on such a case by case basis. This may suggest some limits to this

type of administrative strategy.

Overall, it appears that the president can gain control overa

bureaucratic agency even if he only utilizes one tool from his arsenal - that

of political appointments. At least in the case of the Civil Rights Division,

strong leadership by a zealot with clearly articulated views, the aid of

like-minded subordinate appointees and a centralized review system that

closely supervised and monitored all the work of the bureaucrats in the



agency can considerably reduce the discretion and autonomy of the

bureaucrats. Whether or not It can redirect policy In a substantive sense Is

beyond the scope of this paper but we know that In the case of the Civil

Rights Division the courts acted as something of a limit on control and often

rejected the Division's arguments when It sought to overturn Division and

court precedent. However, the appointees frequent rejections of staff

recommendations clearly slowed the pace of civil rights enforcement. Their

reviews clearly changed the nature of the remedies sought by the Division and

on occasion the Division's briefs challenging past Division policy prevailed In

court. 1argue that these changes were brought about almost singlehandedly

by Reynolds and his noncareer assistants. Without budget cuts or the

assistance of the OIRA and with the president's approval but not his active

Involvement, Reynolds achieved control of the bureaucratic apparatus for the

president.

The Bureaucratic Rejoinder

There are many reasons to expect a bureaucratic response at Civil

Rights beyond the normal bureaucratic reaction to any change In

administration. The agency's career personnel were faced with significant

changes — In policy and personnel — that have been documented In the earlier

sections of this paper. They were being told to reverse themselves In court,

to work to have earlier court decisions overturned —decisions that they had

previously worked to attain ~ and their recommendations to Initiate

Investigations and proceedings were being denied and overruled. In addition,

they had new political superiors who openly distrusted them. From an

organizational perspective some sort of bureaucratic response would be

expected because of the generic bureaucratic characteristics of resistance to

change, preference for the status quo and protection of turf. An Ideological



reaction would also be expected as "liberal" pro-civil rights bureaucrats who

believed in busing, affirmative action and an activist approach to civil rights

enforcement confronted political appointees who all shared a conservative

ideology and agenda.

The bureaucracy had a range of response-options and an arsenal of

resources which are explored here. Also explored here are why this particular

match of bureaucratic behaviors with the presidential ones discussed above

limited the bureaucracy's ability to resist presidential control. The

response-options are clearest if they are viewed in a Hirschman-like

framework of exit, voice and loyalty. Bureaucratic resources are best

evaluated in terms of Rourke's resources of expertise, support, organizational

esprit and leadership. The relationship between response-options and

bureaucratic resources will also be explored in this section.

To Hirschrnan (1970) the exit option is exercised when "some

customers stop buying the firm's products or some members leave the

organization" (p.4). In the world of consumers, customers dissatisfied with

the quality of a product stop buying that brand and switch to another brand.

In the world of government, although people leave government service all the

time, it is rare for them to leave in protest over the policy direction of

government (Weisband and Franck). When they do leave in this manner it is,

ironically, usually political appointees, often Cabinet Secretaries, who

resign. With respect to bureaucrats, scholars have studied the high rate of

attrition among career SES members but have not explored resignations

precipitated by conflict over agency policy.

Turnover at the Civil Rights Division is always relatively high but not

because career personnel are using the exit option as a response to



presidential control. For example, 31 lawyers left the Division in 1974, 24

1978 and 24 in 1982. Civil Rights Division attorneys feel more confident

than other types of civil servants that because of the prestige of the Justice

Department their job prospects outside of government are fairly promising.

And few of the respondents in this study joined the agency expecting to make

a career of government service (although many have ended up staying for over

20 years). Thus, it is not possible to count the number of people who left the

agency during the Reagan years and attribute that turnover to dissatisfaction

with the administration. Nonetheless, there is other evidence that an

unprecedented number of attorneys left out of frustration with the changes in

policy in their agency. Most did not act one-dimensionally and resign solely

as a protest response. There were other factors involved but these other

factors fully explain turnover during the Reagan years. To an extent that was

not true during the Nixon years, both junior and senior career attorneys felt

that they had no choice but to leave the Division because they could not, in

good conscience, comply with the policy changes they were being asked to

bring about. I interviewed eight attorneys who left the Division in the 1980s

and all explained their decision to leave as attributable to a mix of factors.

But for all but one of them, disagreement with the direction of the agency

was among those factors. Many of them wrote exit letters to or held exit

interviews with Reynolds outlining their disagreements. Others did not

because they sought employment elsewhere in the government and were afraid

of jeopardizing their careers.

Turnover in some sections was greater than others. In one section it

almost amounted to a mass exodus. In general, however, the exit was more of

a trickle that occurred over the eight years of the Reagan administration

precipitated for the most part by a specific case or incident that served as

"the straw that broke the camel's back". In the Special Litigation Section, the



section with the most dramatic turnover, by 1984 only one line attorney and
the Section Chief remained who had been with the Division before the Reagan
era (out of approximately 18). Ten of those attorneys who left this Section

submitted a letter to the Senate during Reynolds 1985 confirmation hearing

in which they stated; "All of us vigorously opposed Mr. Reynolds narrow views

of the rights of institutionalized persons and resigned in part due to that

opposition." (Senate Judiciary Hearing, Reynolds hearing, 1985). One of the

respondents in this study articulated his reason for leaving this way, "it

became impossible to prosecute cases when ideologues were running the

Division so I felt that I had no choice but to leave."

It is important to emphasize that exiting was not taken lightly and was

often a last resort. The exit response was higher in the Special Litigation

Section in part because the attorneys there were younger and more optimistic

about their job prospects outside government and in part because they felt

thwarted from actively enforcing the law to a greater extent than those in

other sections. Older, more senior attorneys were more concerned about job

opportunities. In addition, many of them had the attitude that if we "got

through Nixon, we can get through this." They intended to be "in for the

duration". But even here some of these attorneys eventually left because "it

became too difficult to be there."

Exit is an uncommon response in part because it is viewed by

bureaucrats and appointees alike (though not by consumers) as extreme

behavior. It is also limited by the confidence of the people involved that they

can get employment elsewhere. Nonetheless, quite a few career attorneys at

the Civil Rights Division found the situation so extreme that they felt that

they had no choice but to leave. They felt that if they could not, in good

conscience, cooperate in the execution policies that they viewed as

antithetical to the vigorous enforcement of civil rights. Many attorneys



would have left the Division anyway over the course of eight years. But some

responded to Reagan's administrative presidency strategy, especially his

subcabinet appointment and its accompanying policy agenda by exiting the

organization, taking with them their experience, expertise and institutional

memory.

The principal effect of the exit response was to create an image among

the public that the Civil Rights Division and the Reagan administration were

anti-civil rights. As one outside observer commented, the resignations "had a

bigger impact on public perceptions than it had on policy within the agency."

Exit has other consequences as well. When people leave they take their

knowledge of civil rights law, their expertise and their institutional memory

with them. In addition, and in this case quite significantly, it opens the door

for new hires to replace the "exiters" and it is clear in this case that the new

hires were quite different from those who left the agency. The newcomers,

according to those who witnessed the process, were hired based on

indications of involvement in Republican and Federalist Society organizations.

In the past, attorneys had been hired based on interest in civil rights. The

new lawyers, for the most part, lacked interest or experience in civil rights.

Prior to Reagan, the Division had actively recruited minorities and women to

the agency. Under Reynolds, these programs were abandoned and few new

minorities were hired. Thus one consequence of the exit option was a changed

composition to the Division.

Hirschman recognizes another limitation to the exit option noting that,

"once you have exited, you have lost the opportunity to use voice but not vice

versa, in some situations, exit will therefore be a reaction of last resort

after voice has failed" (p.37).



Voice

Voice was by far the predominant response and was the response of

most of the career attorneys of all ranks in the Civil Rights Division. It was

not a neutral response but was an effort at resistance. Even those who 1later

refer to as loyalists exercised the voice option to some extent or in response

to some incidents. And almost all of those who exited, except those who left

between November, 1980 and January, 1981 in anticipation of the new

administration, responded with their voice before resorting to exit. Like exit,

voice was not used lightly. Rather it was used because career lawyers held

strong convictions that the Reagan administration's civil rights policy was

seriously misguided and detrimental to the effective protection of civil

rights. Voice was preferred over exit because many lawyers felt that they

could play a positive role in shaping Reagan's civil rights policy by remaining

in the agency. One career supervisor hoped to "help keep the Division on the

moderate course it had steered [in the past! through both Republican and

Democratic administrations" (Selig 1985). Another related to me that she

was committed to seeing civil rights law enforced and felt that the resources

of the Justice Department, even under Reagan, enabled her to do so more

effectively than she could in a public interest law organization.

In Hirschman's terminology, "To resort to voice, rather than exit, is for

the customer or member to make an attempt at changing the practices,

policies and outputs of the firm from which one buys or of the organization to

which one belongs" (p.30). In short, voice to Hirschman and in the present

context means remaining within the organization and trying to bring about

change from within.

One type of voice behavior often attributed to the bureaucracy is

sabotage. Sabotage was beyond the pale to all but the most maverick of the

attorneys at Civil Rights. These attorneys have highly developed professional



ethics. Deliberately presenting weak arguments in a case or deliberately

losing a case were simply not considered. Rather than sabotage a case, if an

attorney felt that they could not in good conscience make the arguments that

the appointees wanted them to make in a given case, they would ask to be

removed from the case. This was not common but it became more than a rare

occurence during the Reagan years and attorneys were not demoted after

asking to be taken off a case. However, as a number of them commented, "if

you need to ask to be taken off enough cases then, its time to leave". Nor did

attorneys provide their political bosses with false information. As time

went on they certainly became more astute at presenting their case in a

certain light in order to win approval from the "political commisars", a tactic

which will be explained in greater detail below, but they do not seem to have

ever misled the appointees or withheld information.

In spite of my assessment that sabotage was not a response used by

civil servants in this agency, the appointees continually anticipated sabotage.

They did not trust the career staff.

Leaks coud be said to fall under the domain of sabotage and leaks did

occur in the Civil Rights Division during the Reagan years. I was surprised,

however, by the limited use of this tactic. Again, the attorneys did not feel

that leaks were appropriate behavior. Many were offended merely by my

asking them about such behavior. When leaks were used it was often to reveal

the racially insensitive comments of Reynolds and his deputies such as

Reynolds reference to the black parents in a South Carolina school

desegregation case as "those bastards" rather than to publicize internal

policy deliberations (Senate Judiciary hearing 1985). These leaks seemed to

serve a function similar to that of the exit response. They had an impact on

the public's perception of civil rights enforcement but they did not effect

policy. They angered Reynolds and created distrust among the political team



towards the careerers but they did not cause Reynolds or Reagan to reconsider
their views on the issues being leaked.

The lack of sabotage and leaks does not mean that Division attorneys

were hesitant to use their voice. They used their voices vociferously. As one

attorney commented, "one thing we attorneys like to do is argue." There was

considerable consensus among both current and former careeer attorneys that

people were frank and open about their disagreements with Reynolds. Most

were not hesitant to express their point of view when it differed from

Reynolds. And most were not worried about reprisals or other repercussions,

though some were. One thing they all give Reynolds credit for is being

accessible and always being willing to hear out their arguments whether or

not he was persuaded. And one thing that they all felt comfortable doing was

presenting their case whether it was in person or in the form of memos. They

did not do this out of resistance to authority or dislike of Republicans but out

of strongly held convictions that Reynolds was misinterpreting the law. They

felt that they got their authority to resist changes in civil rights policy from

the law and from the courts. They had strong professional convictions in this

regard.

There are instances when they were persuasive. Accounts vary as to

the extent of this and it seems to vary by section. For example, they were

more successful in arguing that voting rights were being violated by

redistricting plans then they were that prisoners had rights beyond Reynold's

narrow reading of the Supreme Court's ruling on this matter. And on the big

issues that lay at the heart of the Reagan agenda like remedies they usually

did not even try. For example, rather than arguing to use busing to

desegregate, the line attorneys involved in school desegregation cases

directed their efforts at devising the "best" magnet school plan and alerting

Reynolds to the drawbacks of his plan, since it was clear that Reynolds was



committed to the use of magnet schools.

Some of the things which required persuasion and bureaucratic

resistance are surprising. One attorney was required to write a detailed

memo justifying why prisoners were entitled to soap In a case Involving a

prison with below standard conditions. Ultimately the career attorney

prevailed but he came to feel that Reynolds used this strategy deliberately to

discourage resistance by wearing down the line attorneys and that Reynolds

hoped that they would come to think that It wasn't worth It. The practice of

line attorneys recommending (with Section Chief approval) and Reynolds

vetoing was a constant theme throughout the eight years. Throughout the

eight years, line attorneys continued to recommend, whether It was

recommending an appeal In a school desegregation case or recommending a

Section 5 objection. Depending on the Issue they were often vetoed or

overruled but not always.

The lawyers at Civil Rights admit that they became quite adept at

formulating those arguments most likely to win Reynolds over. They came to

know the types of arguments he found persuasive. For example, they would

establish "Intent" rather than relying on the "effects test" even though It was

not required by the law since It was favored by Reynolds. Although this

approach was not a premeditated strategy It became a way of combining voice

with expertise. They were In command of the facts of the cases and they

were "expert" lawyers who had rarely lost a case prior to 1981. It was In

this way that they developed their "power to persuade," a way of

Incrementally, one pleading, brief or case at a time, pointing civil rights

policy In the direction which they believed was more consistent with the law.

However, the effectiveness of this strategy relied heavily on Reynold's

receptivity to persuasion. On many Issues, though he always listened, career

attorneys felt that his mind was closed to anything that did not fit with the



conservative agenda.

This use of the voice response in the guise of the bureaucrats using

their "power to persuade" may have been exercised more effectively in the

Civil Rights Division than it would have been in other agencies because of the

nature of the bureaucrats" expertise. They also may have been more inclined

to use this option than scientists, geologists, technicians and the like would

be because of their professional training and norms and because the day to

day conduct of attorneys is arguing and making rebutals and rejoinders.

Hirschman's work distinguishes between collective and solitary voice

actions and this distinction helps us to understand why the voice efforts

undertaken by career bureaucrats at Civil Rights were limited in their impact.

In spite of the active use of some types of voice by Division attorneys

attempting to resist control, collective action was rare in the civil rights

division. This seems to be due to a combination of professional and

bureaucratic norms and also a result of the nature of the work these

bureaucrats engage in. By the latter I mean that lawyers are assigned to

cases and while there is often more than one lawyer assigned to a case there

are rarely more than two or three. The grievances that emerged were on a

case by case basis stemming from disagreements on how to handle those

individual cases. Reynolds contributed to this by rarely issuing memos with

specific guidelines or blanket statements of policy direction. One former

Civil Rights attorney felt that Reynolds did this to avoid providing

ammunition for leaks. But it also had the effect of not giving groups of

bureaucrats anything to rally around. Even the highest ranking career people,

the Section Chiefs, learned of policy mainly on this case by case basis. As a

result, disputes, for the most part focused on individual cases.

There were a few collective actions over the eight years. There were

two protest memos - one following the decision of the Justice Department to



side with the Administration against the IRS in the Bob Jones case. This case

challenged the IRS's denial of tax exempt status to Bob Jones University. The

case involved the tax exempt status of religious schools with discriminatory

policies (in this case a discriminatory admissions policy and a rule

prohibiting interracial dating). The Supreme Court ultimately upheld the view

of the career attorneys that such institutions were not entitled to tax exempt

status but their memo had little impact on Reynold's decision which was to

continue the Department's support of Bob Jones.

The other petition was written and signed by more than 100 members

of the Divison after one of the politically appointed deputies, Robert

D'Agostino, stated in a memo regarding the Yonkers case that "blacks, because

of their family, cultural and economic background are more are disruptive in

the classroom" and therefore "would benefit from programs for the

emotionally disturbed" (Brownstein and Easton). Reynolds while

acknowledging that the D'Agostino memo (which incidentally had been leaked)

had "unintentionally" evoked criticism took no public action to indicate

disapproval and D'Agostino remained in his post (Civil Rights Commission

Oct., 1981). These protest memos are examples of collective action with

limited impact.

Early in the administration, career attorneys who were themselves

members of racial or ethnic minorities met with Reynolds to discuss their

policy agreements. This also shows some collective effort and again,

according to one of the attorneys who attended the meeting Reynolds was

receptive to meeting with them but not to their policy views.

The only other collective action that was related to me was more

spontaneous than a planned group resistance movement and also had little

effect on policy. It pertained instead to the annual office Christmas party,

historically an eagerly anticipated event. Reynolds decided to change the



nature of the party and raised the cost (paid for by employee contributions)

significantly. Since noone wanted to socialiize with Reynolds and his

deputies anyway, almost everyone decided that the party was too expensive

and in effect boycotted it. While this clearly conveyed their displeasure to

Reynolds, it hardly challenged agency civil rights policy.

This lack of collective action and reliance on "the power to persuade"

during individual negotiations concerning individual cases limited the

effectiveness of the bureaucrats" resistance movement. The nature of the

agency's work, the fact that that work was easily subject to review, and the

professional norms of the lawyers also seriously restricted the type of

options available and considered appropriate to resist control.

Loyalty

My use of loyalty strays farthest from Hirschman's use but nonetheless

is consistent with the dictionary and common sense meanings of the term. In

my typology, the loyalty option exercised by bureaucrats refers to loyalty to

the president; it implies that they cooperated with his administration. This

could either be a result of policy agreement with the appointees or the belief

that loyalty to the president is proper bureaucratic behavior.

At first, and based on the respondent's self-reporting, there did not

seem to be any loyalists. But in fact, it turns out that a number of career

executives cooperated with the appointees. These career people tended to be

high-ranking, generally Section chiefs (one was promoted to section chief as

a result of his loyalist behavior). They were not "converted" to the

administration's point of view. Data not reported here found them to be

overwhelmingly liberal and Democratic, even at the end of the Reagan years.

However, they found it politically expedient to cooperate with their political

superiors. They were probably somewhat less zealous in their commitment to

civil rights than their peers and more concerned with career gain. Their



behavior reveals the possibility that "capture" is a two-way street and that

committed appointees can capture career people as well as be captured by

them.

The best illustration of this involved two attorneys assigned to the

same employment discrimination case. An already existing consent decree

governing the hiring practices of a municipality's police force was challenged

by white employees and a decision had to be made regarding the agency's

response. The two line attorneys disagreed over the appropriate response.

Most of the attorneys in the section felt that one attorney's response was

"shaped by what Brad [Reynolds] wanted" (rather than his understanding of the

law) and his was the approach adopted as the agency stance in the case. He

was later promoted to Section Chief whereas the other career attorney after

being passed over for a number of promotions ultimately left the Division

altogether. The other career attorneys felt that the prevailing attorney's

stance had been based on political expedience and not out of committed

support for the white employees in the case.

Overall, this type of loyalist behavior seems to have been rare in the

Civil Rights Division. However, having a few loyalists in the career ranks

served as an aide to the appointees trying to control the agency.

The Resource Factor

Having reviewed the bureaucratic responses to Reagan's use of the

administrative presidency strategy and its corresponding redirection of civil

rights policy, and having found that the bureaucracy was limited in its ability

to resist, the question lingers — what happened to the bureaucratic resources

that allegedly make it impervious to presidential control? These resources

have been laid out most clearly in the work of Francis Rourke (1978; 1984).

He has identified four bureaucratic resources which agencies have in varying



degrees. They are; expertise; administrative constituencies; organizational

esprit; and administrative statecraft (organizational leadership). Building on
the preceding evaluation of the bureaucracy's response effort at the Civil

Rights Division it quickly becomes clear that even in an agency such as Civil

Rights which has these resources they do not guarentee that the agency is

immune from presidential control.

Expertise

Expertise was a resource that was an asset but it was a limited asset.

The civil servants in the Civil Rights Division described their expertise in

terms of specific domains of civil rights policy; they were voting rights

experts, etc. This aspect of their expertise did not aid them in resisting

control because it was not valued by the appointees. Since they intended to

rewrite civil rights law they did not need to rely on people who were in a

position to explain the nuances of existing civil rights law.

More generally, though those interviewed did not describe their

expertise this way, the civil servants in the Civil Rights Division are

predominantly attorneys.^ This is an area of expertise as well; they are legal
experts. This is necessary in order for them to carry out their job which

involves litigation in the courts. This aspect of expertise was a limited

resource in terms of leverage with appointees, however, because the

appointees although inexperienced in civil rights law were also attorneys.

One was even a professor of law. And after 6 months to a year in their posts,

they knew enough about civil rights law as well. As discussed above,

Reynold's continuity in office, far longer than the 22 month average, avoided

the problem that as soon as the appointee gets up to speed he is gone. More

significantly, because they were lawyers, when they felt it necessary to take

a career lawyer off a case they could write the briefs, motions, pleadings or



other legal documents themselves. They often used their own "expertise".

However, it was frequently ineffective (ineffective as measured by losing in

court) because, according to careerstaff, appointees below Reynolds lacked

not only civil rights experience but litigation experience in general. In short,

since the administration was unconcerned with the civil rights precedent it

sought to overturn, the career expertise in voting rights, educational rights,

etc., did not matter to their political bosses. The litigation expertise of

career people helped them but simply being attorneys did not give the career

people an edge over their political superiors because expertise was matched

by expertise.

Having elaborated upon the limitations of this resource, let me

comment on the way in which it was a tool for the career staff. It was their

expertise that gave them voice, their "power to persuade". They were

sometimes able to use the same expertise that had given them an unblemished

record of success in the courts in prior administrations to persuade the

appointees of the soundness of their legal reasoning. It was this expertise

that enabled them to craft memos that presented their case in the best light,

that demonstrated, for example, that depriving prisoners of soap was in fact

a violation of their constitutional rights. The Civil Rights Division is an

agency of experts and the personnel in the Division used this expertise as a

weapon to combat presidential control and to defend the civil rights of

schoolchildren, employees and institutionalized persons. However, it was not

as formidable a weapon as we might have expected it to be.

Administrative Constituencies

In the present context, I am using this term rather broadly to include

the points on the iron triangle —interest groups and congressional

subcommittees.



Athough Congress is considered on oily of the Civil Rights Divison, it

seems thot coreer stoff do not personolly hove strong ties with Congress.

The ties seem to be at a higher level. Few coreer bureaucrats in the agency,

even the Section Chiefs and SES members, interact with Congress. Only one

of my interviewees had ever testified before Congress. Accordingly, Congress

did not learn about presidential control efforts directly from the career

people who were experiencing it first hand. However, they did get some

information which they failed to act on. Although they did not testify before

Congress, each year the agency was asked to provide Congress with all kinds

of information regarding agency activities preparatory to the agency's annual

authorization and oversight hearings. These data requests were received by

Reynolds who turned them over to career staff. According to the career

attorneys there were "red flags" in the information they prepared for

congressional hearings that the congressional committee staffers just plain

missed, thereby missing opportunities where Reynolds was not following the

letter of the law.

The few "leakers" I encountered leaked information to Congress as well

as the press but felt that Congress did not take advantage of the leaked

information. And there was nearly unanimous dissatisfaction with Congress's

oversight conduct. Most felt that the hearings became skirmishes in rhetoric

between the House subcommitte chair, Don Edwards and Reynolds where

Edwards lectured Reynolds but no concrete action was taken. One spokesman

for a civil rights interest group feels that Edwards gave up too early on trying

to influence policy and that he "underestimated his ability to embarrass

Reynolds".

Again, even though Congress was an ally of the agency it was limited in

a way not anticipated by students of iron triangles and the budget process.

One tool which Congress can use over agencies is the threat of budget cuts.



Though according to one congressional staffer that option was considered

with regard to the Civil Rights Division, it was quickly discarded. Budget

cuts would not help the career staff, nor would such cuts promote greater

civil rights enforcement. It would hurt civil rights advocates, not the

political appointees. It was not a viable strategy.

It should be noted however, that in 1982 Congress did strengthen the

Voting Rights Act to eliminate some loopholes that Reynolds was capitalizing

on, such as clarifying that effects of discrimination are sufficient to justify

Division intervention and intent does not have to be proven. Congress also

passed new fair housing legislation in 1988.

The Civil Rights Division had strong ties with interest groups prior to

Reagan but the distrust that developed after Reynolds took over resulted in

the severing of these ties. Interest groups came to spend their time

attacking the CRD rather than cooperating with it in spite of the sympathy of

career people with these groups. The career attorneys said that the effect of

this was that they were not alerted by these groups to instances of

discrimination that they might want to investigate as they were in the past

and that they they were less able to help the groups prepare for court with

their money and research capabilities as they had in the past.

Qroanizational esorit

A bigger surprise comes with our account of organizational esprit.

Here was an organization with a very strong sense of camraderie, esprit and

sense of mission, an organization that has been described as similar to the

Peace Corps in terms of the commitment and dedication of its personnel.

According to many, this sense of esprit was enhanced after Reynolds took

over because the career attorneys felt united for a common cause against a

common enemy. Vet none of that helped it resist presidential control when



that control came in the form of the man at the top of the agency. It seems

that this was due to the fact that in spite of this shared dedication to the

elimination of discrimination and the enforcement of civil rights, these

feelings did not result in collective actions. Bureaucratic use of the voice

option did not capitalize on the shared beliefs and goals of the career civil

servants in the agency.

Administrative Statecraft (Oroanizational Leadershin)

The man at the top of an agency can play a role in administrative

statecraft and leadership which can enhance an agency's power (Rourke).

However, Rourke discusses this in the context of inter-agency battles. When

the battle is intra-agency, between the career and noncareer executives, this

resource is not as relevant. Having a strong, charismatic leader at the top of

the agency was no help to the career servants in their struggle for control

with the administration precisely because the man at the top was their

opponent in a "we-them atmosphere". This resource could be valuable if a

strong leader had emerged among the career ranks who became a spokesmen

to the appointees or outside world expressing dissident views. But no such

career leader emerged and it is unlikely that an individual could play such a

role and stay in the agency. In fact, in a still unfolding story at the Forest

Service this type of career leader emerged but he has left the agency after

being reprimanded for using government computers and xerox machines for his

dissident newsletter (Egan, 1990).

Conclusion

In conclusion, this paper has confirmed the recently articulated

hypothesis that the president is able to control the bureaucracy to a greater

extent than previously believed. That control is not absolute and in the case



of civil rights it did not result in a complete reversal of efforts to eliminate

discrimination in this country. Nor did it totally eliminate busing and

affirmative action though it did reduce their use considerably. Nonetheless,

it is clear that even relying on only one instrument of control —the strategic

appointment of key, uniquely qualified subcabinet appointees — the president

can exercise a great deal of influence over bureaucratic agencies.

More importantly, this paper has highlighted the limits of bureaucratic

power. I have found that bureaucrats may have less ability to resist

presidential control than commonly believed. This is not because the

bureaucrats at the Civil Rights Division agreed with Administration policies -

they did not - or because they cooperated with Reynolds because they viewed

loyalty to the president as proper bureaucratic behavior. Rather it was

because, in spite of their profound disagreement with political appointees

over many aspects of civil rights enforcement, their resources were no match

for William Bradford Reynolds, his centralized review system and his many

assistants.

Instead, the principal power available to the bureaucrats in this agency

was their power to persuade, to use their voice, expertise and perserverance

to resist the appointees by persuading them of the merits of earlier policy,

case law and precedent. Yet even here they were limited by the willingness

of the appointees to be persuaded and by the case-by-case nature of their

work.

These limits to bureaucratic power need to be explored in other cases

and agencies. The Civil Rights Division of the Justice Department is in many

ways a unique bureaucratic agency and conclusions drawn from this case

cannot necessarily be generalized without further study of other agencies.

However, this study of one specific federal agency does clearly bring into

question the traditional view of the impregnable bureaucracy.



Appendix:
Question Wording and Survey Results

This Appendix contains the exact wording of selected questions from the
survey and interview schedule used in this study as well as selected survey
results.

Selected Surveu Questions

Below is a list of organizations and individuals often thought to exert
influence over government agencies. After each one please indicate the
extent to which that individual or organization seemed to influence important
decisions in your agency (e.g. Civil Rights Division) during the Reagan
administration. Using the scale provided, please indicate the amount of
influence that this actor seemed to have.

Group

President Reagan
White House staff

0MB

01RA

Attorney General Smith
Attorney General Meese
AAG Reynolds
Other appointees in your agency
Congress (Members and staff)
Interest Groups
Career bureaucrats in your agency
SES members in your agency

Influence

1 = No influence

2 = Slight influence
3 = Moderate influence

4 = A great deal of influence
X= No basis to judge

Of those that you indicated above as having a great deal of influence, please
indicate which two had the most influence over policy decisions in your
agency under the Reagan administration.

Now please evaluate the same groups and individuals with respect to the
Carter administration.



Selected Survey Results*

Appendix Table 1 Most influence during the Reagan administration

Rank Actor

1 (most influence) William Bradford Reynolds

2 (2nd most influence) Other political appointees
2 Ed Meese

2 SES Members

Appendix Table 2 Influence over Aaencu Decisions

N= 13

Number of respondents attributing "a great deal of influence"

Actor

Reynolds
Meese

Other appointees

Career bureaucrats

SES members

White House staff

Attorney General Smith
Interest Groups

Reagan
Congress
0MB

OIRA

Freouencu

N = 13

* The survey questionnaire was only administered to the career civil
servants.



NOTES

The author wishes to acknowledge two travel grants, one from the
Department of Political Science, UC Berkeley and the other from the
University of California Club which funded a data collection trip to
Washington, DC. She also wishes to thank the civil servants interviewed for
their cooperation.

^ Congressional staff and public interest group representatives were
also interviewed.

O

References and quotations in the text do not always distinguish
between current and former Division employees unless the discussion is
focused on differences between the two groups. This was done for ease of
presentation of the material. In general, other than in their varied use of the
exit response, the groups turned out to be quite similar in their attitudes and
behaviors.

^ Based on interviews with 15 current and former civil rights
attorneys all of whom desribed their expertise in these terms.

During transition periods, however, a career attorney has often fille
the role of Acting Assistant Attorney General.

^ There are also a large number of paralegals in the Voting Rights
Section who specialize in Section 5 objections. I am not referring to support
staff here.
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